
 
Ohio-based PDi designs, manufactures and 
builds more healthcare-grade TVs and arm 
mounts than anyone in the industry.

Why PDi?

Stakeholders, not Shareholders
PDi is a privately held, American owned, family 
business. We don’t answer to analysts or 
shareholders. We answer to our stakeholders: 
our customers, our distributors, our employees.
Our employee passion defines who we are.

American Manufacturing; American Jobs
Since 1980 all of PDi’s UL-listed, healthcare-grade 
arm-mounted TVs, swing arms, mounts, and 
power supplies are proudly made in the USA.  
Our 70,000 square foot manufacturing facility in 
Springboro, Ohio is ISO-certified and has
in-house manufacturing capability for custom 
metal fabrication, machining, robotic welding, 
powder coating and electronics assembly.
We are focused on continuous improvement. 
 

Solely Focused on Healthcare
PDi is America’s oldest and largest
healthcare TV design and manufacturing 
company.  Healthcare is all we do, 
and we are passionate about it. Our company mission reflects
our focus on healthcare satisfaction.

Superior Service
We do what is right. PDi stands behind its products with a 
standard 2 year factory warranty and an optional 4 year 
Gold Vision Service plan. PDi has dedicated customer care 
professionals, service staff, technical support, plus loyal 
distribution and installation partners in every major US city.

Innovative, Modular Products
PDi builds creative solutions.  PDi’s Android™-based technology, 
available on both arm-mounted and wall-mounted TVs, brings 
interactive patient education and satisfaction surveys right 
into patient rooms. Our exclusive modules for Android, WIN, 
or Linux computers or DVD module can be added to wall-
mounted sets either at the time of initial purchase or at a 
future date, allowing facility administrators to leverage their 
investment for an interactive patient system.

PDi MISSION
Help patients, their families, and healthcare and 

wellness providers cope with the anxiety and 
boredom of treatment and improve the experience with 

entertainment and information.

PDi...Your Source for Healthcare and Wellness Infotainment™
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